CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. ROUGH SAWN TIMBERS ARE TO BE PAINTED WOCCASIN BROWN (PPL STAIN, WOCCASIN CODE NO. 52587).

2. CONCRETE SHALL BE COLORED THROUGHOUT BY USE OF IRON OXIDE PIGMENT (REICHARD COLESTON, INC. "537" WOCCASIN BROWN OR EQUAL).

3. ONE UNIT FOR PAYMENT WILL BE TWO CONCRETE POSTS, THE 8" X 8" X 3660 mm TIMBERS, AND THE HARDWARE TO JOIN THESE PIECES, ASSEMBLED AND INSTALLED.

4. ALL CONCRETE SHALL BE MIXED WITH TYPE NO. 2 PORTLAND CEMENT (LOW ALKALI). MINIMUM CEMENT CONTENT SHALL BE 360 KILOGRAMS PER CUBE METER. MAXIMUM TOTAL WATER CONTENT (INCLUDING FREE MOISTURE IN THE SAND AND AGGREGATE) IS 100 KG/M3. MAXIMUM SIZE OF COURSE AGGREGATE IS 40 mm. THE CONCRETE SHALL HAVE 21 MPa MINIMUM COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AT 28 DAYS.

5. 8" X 8" ROUGH SAWN TIMBERS SHALL AS A MINIMUM Meet WWA GRADE #1.